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Abstract

Cancer cells bypass normal controls over mitotic cell-cycle progression to achieve a deregulated state of proliferation. The retinoblastoma tumor suppressor protein (pRb) governs a key cell-cycle checkpoint that normally prevents G1-phase cells from entering S-phase in the absence of appropriate mitogenic signals. Cancer cells frequently overcome pRb-dependent growth suppression via constitutive phosphorylation and inactivation of pRb function by cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) 4 or CDK6 partnered with D-type cyclins. Three selective CDK4/6 inhibitors, palbociclib (Ibrance; Pfizer), ribociclib (Novartis), and abemaciclib (Lilly), are in various stages of development in a variety of pRb-positive tumor types, including breast cancer, melanoma, liposarcoma, and non–small cell lung cancer. The emerging, positive clinical data obtained to date finally validate the two decades-old hypothesis that the cyclin D–CDK4/6 pathway is a rational target for cancer therapy. Clin Cancer Res; 21(13): 1–6. ©2015 AACR.

Background

The mitotic cell cycle is a highly orchestrated process involving the sequential activation of several distinct cyclin–CDK complexes. The timing of key cell-cycle phase transitions is controlled by cell-cycle checkpoints, which prevent cells from advancing inappropriately or prematurely to the next phase of the cell cycle (1, 2). A particularly critical checkpoint occurs in G1–phase and governs cellular commitment to enter S-phase and initiate DNA synthesis. Passage through this “restriction point” (3) is normally orchestrated by growth factor–dependent mitogenic signals, delivered at a level in excess of the threshold needed to drive cells into S-phase and on to mitosis. Predictably, loss of restriction point control over cell proliferation is commonly selected for in evolving cancer cells (3). A key effector of this G1 checkpoint is pRb, which inhibits the expression of genes required for S-phase entry and progression by suppressing the functions of certain E2F transcription factors (Fig. 1; refs. 4, 5). Hypophosphorylated pRb enforces the restriction point, and CDK-dependent pRb hyperphosphorylation overrides this tumor-suppressive function of pRb (6–8). The initial phosphorylation events leading to pRb inactivation are normally dependent on cyclin D–CDK4/6 complexes, which accumulate during G1–phase in response to growth factor–dependent mitogenic signals (9–11).

The canonical mechanisms of pRb phosphorylation and subsequent functional inactivation have been the subject of several detailed reviews (12–14) and are not discussed in detail here. As mentioned above, cancer cells need to overcome the pRb-dependent restriction point, and commonly do so through alterations that lead to constitutive cyclin D–CDK4/6 activation, or through loss of pRb itself. Examples of genetic mechanisms promoting inappropriate cyclin D–CDK4/6 activity include deregulated transcription and/or amplification of the CCND1 gene, which encodes the cyclin D1 isoform (15, 16). An alternative and very common avenue to achieve constitutive activation of the cyclin D–CDK4/6 holoenzyme involves genetic and/or epigenetic inactivation of the CDKN2A locus, whose product, p16INK4a, inhibits cyclin D–CDK4/6 kinase activity (16–19).

The principal function of cyclin D–CDK4/6 activity is to phosphorylate pRb at sites that prevent its binding to members of the E2F family of transcription factors, which control the expression of genes that support DNA synthesis and S-phase progression. More than 12-amino acid residues in pRb are targeted by cyclin D– and/or cyclin E–associated CDKs. A long-standing model posited that cyclin D–CDK4/6 executed a limited set of modifications that primed pRb for full phosphorylation and inactivation by cyclin E–CDK2 complexes, which accumulate during late G1–phase, due in part to the E2F-dependent transcriptional activation of the cyclin E–encoding CCNE gene. However, recent data support a refined model of pRb regulation, which suggests that cyclin D–CDK4/6 primes pRb for hyperphosphorylation by modifying only one of the available phosphoacceptor sites, and that cyclin E–CDK2 executes all remaining, inactivating modifications of pRb (20). These findings may help to explain the observation that cycling cells (bearing activated cyclin–CDK2 kinases) in culture require prolonged (24 hours) exposure to a selective CDK4 inhibitor in order to return pRb to its maximally dephosphorylated state (21–23). This time lag to cell-cycle arrest also reflects the fact that after passage through the G1 restriction point, dephosphorylation of pRb no longer inhibits cell-cycle progression. Thus, cells treated with a CDK4 inhibitor during post-G1 phase must cycle back to the subsequent G1 phase in order for pRb to exert its antiproliferative effect.
The cyclin D–CDK4/6–pRb axis unequivocally plays a pivotal role in the regulation of cellular proliferation and transformation. However, recent studies have identified additional cyclin D–CDK4/6 substrates that likely contribute to the proliferative drive imposed by cyclin D–CDK4/6 activation (24, 25). A particularly relevant example is the transcription...
factor FOXM1, which was identified as a cyclin D–CDK4/6 substrate in an unbiased proteomic screen. Multisite phosphorylation of FOXM1 by cyclin D–CDK4/6 protects FOXM1 from proteasome-mediated degradation and increases the expression of FOXM1-dependent target genes, including the genes encoding cyclin E2, MSH6, and SKP2 (24). Pharmacologic inhibition of CDK4/6 promoted FOXM1 degradation and triggered a senescent phenotype in melanoma cell lines (24). This observation appears to explain why constitutive cyclin D–CDK4/6 signaling overrides the induction of senescence induced by oncogenic BRAF signaling in melanoma nevi (26). These findings have implications beyond melanoma; for example, both FOXM1 and cyclin D–CDK4 suppress cellular senescence induced by oncogenic RAS, and both are critical for KRAS- and CDK4/6-induced tumorigenesis in a mouse model of lung cancer (27–29). Further studies of the contribution of increased FOXM1 activity to the therapeutic effects of cyclin D–CDK4/6 inhibitors in human cancers are clearly warranted.

CDK4 and CDK6 specific inhibitors

Medicinal chemists eventually overcame the challenge of designing highly selective inhibitors of cyclin–CDK4/6 activities, reinvigorating the effort to restore pRb-dependent G1 checkpoint function in tumors. Among the leaders of this new wave of CDK4/6 inhibitors are palbociclib (Ibrance, formerly termed PD-0332991; Pfizer), abemaciclib (LY2835219; Eli Lilly & Company), and ribociclib (LEE011; Novartis; Fig. 2). These molecules are potent, ATP-competitive, orally administered inhibitors of CDK4 and CDK6 that cause little or no suppression of other CDK activities at clinically achievable doses.

A crucial step in the development of palbociclib’s selectivity for CDK4/6 was the introduction of a 2-aminopyridyl substituent at the C2-position of pyrido[2,3-d]pyrimidin-7-one core pharmacophore. In enzymatic assays, the ultimate clinical candidate (PD-0332991, later named palbociclib) displayed potent inhibitory activities against the cyclin D–associated CDK4 (IC_{50}, 11 nmol/L) and CDK6 (IC_{50}, 16 nmol/L) kinases (34). This compound was greater than 1,000-fold less potent as an inhibitor of cyclin-associated CDK1 activity, which, as mentioned above, is likely an undesirable off-target kinase associated with toxicity to normal tissues. In a striking validation of the pivotal role of pRb modification in cyclin D–CDK4/6 function, palbociclib effectively arrested cellular proliferation in G1-phase only in cell populations expressing functional pRb (35).

Scientists at Eli Lilly identified the 2-anilino-2,4-pyrimidin-5-benimidazo[5,6-d]pyrimidin-7-one scaffold as a starting point for the generation of potent inhibitors of CDK4 and CDK6. This molecule was optimized through structure-based design, and LY2835219 (abemaciclib) was selected based on its compelling biologic and pharmacologic properties. Abemaciclib inhibits CDK4 and CDK6 with an IC_{50} of 2 nmol/L and 10 nmol/L, respectively, and is at least 160-fold less potent against the cyclin–CDK1 complex (36). The chemical structure of ribociclib (Novartis) is most similar to that of palbociclib (Fig. 1). Ribociclib inhibits CDK4 and CDK6 with IC_{50} values of 10 nmol/L and 39 nmol/L, respectively (37). Like palbociclib, ribociclib is over 1,000-fold less potent against the cyclin B/CDK1 complex. The preclinical anticancer activities of these three pioneering CDK4/6 inhibitors appear to be qualitatively similar, and time will tell if these agents will differentiate based on their individual efficacy, safety, and combinability profiles in the clinic.

Clinical–Translational Advances

CDK-targeted therapies in clinical development

Clinical testing of CDK inhibition as a cancer therapeutic strategy began with several pan-CDK inhibitors, including flavopiridol (Alvocidib; Sanofi-Aventis), which inhibits CDK1, CDK2, CDK4, CDK6, CDK7, and CDK9. In contrast with CDKs 1, 2, 4, and 6, which regulate cell-cycle progression, CDKs 7 and 9 control RNA polymerase II–dependent transcriptional activity. Although in vitro breadth of efficacy data indicated encouraging activity against multiple tumor cell lines, clinical activity in phase I/II studies in solid tumors was modest (30). Despite some positive results in chronic lymphocytic leukemia and mantle cell lymphoma (31, 32), the clinical development of flavopiridol was discontinued in 2012. Roscovitine (seliciclib, Cyclacel) inhibits CDKs 1, 2, 4, 7, and 9 and also failed to show an acceptable benefit:safety ratio in patients (33). Undoubtedly, the broad inhibitory effects of these compounds on CDKs underlie the therapeutic challenges that hindered their clinical development. For example, inhibition of CDK1 results in cell-cycle arrest in mitosis, which leads to myelosuppression and other toxicities commonly associated with cytotoxic chemotherapy. Figure 2. Structures of selective CDK4/6 inhibitors in clinical development.
Therapeutic Applications of CDK4/6 Inhibitors

In principle, CDK4/6 inhibitors may prove useful in the treatment of a variety of cancer subtypes, based on the premise that the cyclin D–CDK4/6 complex is required to overcome the tumor-suppressive activity of pRb in cancer cells that express fully functional pRb. Although this review focuses on ER+ breast cancer, the first indication in which a CDK4/6 inhibitor received full approval from the FDA in 2015, the anticaner activities of CDK4/6 inhibitors are being actively explored in many other cancer subtypes, including melanoma, neuroblastoma, liposarcoma, and mantle cell lymphoma. It seems likely that CDK4/6 inhibitors will generally prove most effective when used in combination with other agents that either reinforce the cytostatic activity of CDK4/6 inhibitors or convert reversible cytostasis into irreversible growth arrest or cell death. The choice of partners for CDK4/6 inhibitors in combination settings will need to be made carefully, because CDK4/6 inhibition, and the resultant G1-phase growth arrest, may antagonize cell killing by therapies that preferentially kill cancer cells in S-phase or mitosis. Preclinical studies showed that CDK4/6 inhibitor pretreatment protects both cancer cells and normal hematopoietic cells from death induced by ionizing radiation and other DNA-damaging agents (38). Similarly, antigen-stimulated T cells are dependent on CDK4/6 activity for proliferative expansion and differentiation (39), suggesting that combinations of CDK4/6 inhibitors with immune checkpoint inhibitors (e.g., anti–PD-1) will require careful evaluation for potential antigenicity in preclinical models and human subjects.

One combination approach that has yielded particularly exciting results is the co-administration of CDK4/6 inhibitors with antiestrogen therapy in patients with estrogen receptor–positive (ER+) breast cancer. Palbociclib (Ibrance) was recently granted accelerated approval by the FDA to treat ER+ (HER2-negative) metastatic breast cancer in combination with letrozole, an aromatase inhibitor. These clinical results were presaged by experiments in ER+ breast cancer cell lines, which demonstrated striking, persistent antiproliferative effects when CDK4/6 inhibition was combined with blockade of ER signaling (40). It is noteworthy that the vast majority (>90%) of ER+ breast cancer tumors retain functional pRb, making this disease indication a highly attractive target for CDK4/6–inhibitor–based therapies (41). Moreover, combinations of ER antagonists with CDK4/6 inhibitors displayed strong efficacy in ER+ breast cancer models that had acquired resistance to ER antagonist monotherapy (42). Mechanistically, the combination of palbociclib with ER antagonists leads to more penetrating inhibition of pRb phosphorylation than does either agent alone. Notable downstream consequences of this combination therapy are a synergistic reduction of E2F target gene expression, increased markers of cellular senescence, and delayed reentry into the cell cycle following drug removal (43).

The therapeutic efficacy of palbociclib was first demonstrated in 165 postmenopausal women with ER+, HER2-negative breast cancer who had not received previous treatment for advanced disease (44). This patient population is highly enriched for functional pRb, currently the most reliable biomarker for CDK4 inhibitor sensitivity (45). Study participants were randomly assigned to receive palbociclib in combination with letrozole (an inhibitor of estrogen biosynthesis) or letrozole alone. Participants treated with the two-drug combination lived 20.2 months without disease progression (progression-free survival), compared with 10.2 months in participants receiving letrozole monotherapy (hazard ratio, 0.488; 95% confidence interval, 0.319–0.748; one-sided \( P = 0.0004 \)). The impact of the combination on the key metric of overall survival is not yet available. The most common side effects observed in palbociclib-treated patients were reversible, non-febrile neutropenia, leukopenia, fatigue, and anemia.

Patient tumors were screened for amplification of CCND1 or loss of p16INK4A, which were predicted biomarkers for heightened CDK4/6 inhibitor sensitivity. However, these putative sensitivity biomarkers failed to enrich for patients with an enhanced therapeutically response to palbociclib, suggesting that both biomarker-positive and biomarker-negative ER+ breast cancer cells are similarly reliant on cyclin D–CDK4/6 activity to overcome pRb’s tumor suppressor function. Presumably, the biomarker-negative tumors inactivate pRb through deregulated signaling mechanisms that drive constitutive cyclin D–CDK4/6 activation. A prime suspect in this regard is the activated ER itself, which binds to the CCND1 promoter and stimulates cyclin D1 expression (46, 47). Therefore, the dramatic therapeutic effects of the CDK4/6–ER inhibitor combination may be attributed in part to their convergent inhibitory actions on cyclin D1–CDK4/6 activity. The interplay between the ER and cyclin D1 may be bidirectional, in that cyclin D1 has been shown to bind directly to the ER, resulting in increased ER-mediated signaling functions (48). The latter mechanism of ER activation is not dependent on cyclin D–CDK4/6 activity, and hence should not be sensitive to CDK4/6 inhibitors.

In early-phase clinical studies, both abemaciclib and ribociclib have shown encouraging clinical activity in ER+ breast cancer. Furthermore, the combination of ribociclib with BYL-719, a PI3Kα-specific inhibitor, delivers striking antitumor activity in pRb–positive breast cancer models that are resistant to BYL-719 alone (37). Oncogenic activation of the PI3K–mTOR pathway is also capable of stimulating cyclin D1–CDK4/6 activity, due in part to the increased translation of the cyclin D1 mRNA transcript, and to the stabilization of the cyclin D1 protein (49, 50). Activating mutations in the PIK3RCA gene, which encodes the catalytic α subunit of PI3K, are observed in 30% to 40% of ER+ breast cancers and represent a potential mechanism of resistance to both antiestrogen drugs and CDK4/6 inhibitors (51–54). This scenario has prompted implementation of triple combination studies involving the addition of a PI3K or mTOR inhibitor to the established antihormonal plus CDK4/6 inhibitor regimens (55). The current surge in interest regarding the development of combination therapies involving CDK4/6 inhibitors supports the notion that the introduction of these drugs represents the most exciting therapeutic advance in the ER+ breast cancer field since the introduction of tamoxifen, the first antiestrogen, nearly 35 years ago (56).

Conclusions

The seminal discoveries that delineated the cyclin D–CDK4/6–pRb axis in mammalian cells were made more than 20 years ago. Although the canonical model of pRb phosphorylation by the sequential activities of the cyclin D–CDK4/6 and cyclin E–CDK2 complexes has undergone some revision in recent years, the groundbreaking research from the laboratories of Charles Sherr, David Beach, and other investigators remains a critical opening chapter in a journey that has led to the development of highly effective and safe treatments for ER+ cancer (57).
The next chapter will undoubtedly extend the therapeutic activities of selective CDK4/6 inhibitors into other cancer subtypes that express a functional pRb pathway. As is the case with most targeted therapies, we can expect that intrinsic or acquired resistance mechanisms will be identified as more patients are treated with CDK4/6 inhibitors. Loss of pRb itself is one resistance mechanism that completely obviates the use of CDK4/6 inhibitors, but additional alterations, such as cyclin D or cyclin E overexpression, are expected to reduce the therapeutic responsiveness of tumors that retain functional pRb. Moreover, an orthogonal mechanism of drug resistance may affect the therapeutic activities of the cyclin D–CDK4/6 inhibitor–antiestrogen combination in ER– breast cancer. Recent studies have identified several ER mutations that hyperactivate the ER and confer resistance to ER antagonists (58, 59). Whether CDK4/6 inhibitors will reconstitute breast cancer cells expressing these mutationally activated ERs to antiestrogens remains to be determined. Whatever the outcome, the long journey from the discovery of the cyclin D–CDK4/6–pRb axis to the therapeutic validation of this pathway in ER– breast cancer has been well worth the wait, with more good news for patients with cancer on the near-term horizon.
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